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August 7, 2018 

Dear RJCO Membership, 

Linda Showman has been an active member of  RJCO since January of 2016. After 
familiarizing herself with RJCO’s process, vision, and protocols she applied and was 

nominated for a Coordinating Committee position in May of 2016.  

Through my time on the Coordinating Committee, I have had been on subcomittees 
with, passed off the Treasurer duties to, and collaborated on projects with Linda. Linda 

has approached all of these roles and responsibilities with the utmost diligence, 
thoughtfulness, and care.  Linda brings a high level of organization and follow through, 

commitment and dedication to the principles and values of restorative justice, and 
proactive and responsive approach to all in which she engages.   

Linda naturally and willingly steps into positions of leadership and brings her capacity 

and resources to help carry RJCO’s mission and strategic plan forward.  She is 
organized and skillful in her Treasurer Position, is proactive and responsive in her role 

on the Executive Committee, and brings direction and guidance to the Memership, 
Outreach, and Education subcomittee.   Linda also brings a wealth of experience with 

and connections to the faith community which has been an asset to RJCO.   

Linda is a clear asset, champion, and advocate for Restorative Justice Coalition of 
Oregon and I recommend her renomination the Coordinating Committee.   

Sincerely, 

Cara Walsh 
Director of Restorative Justice 

Resolve Center for Dispute Resolution and Restorative Justice 
cara@resolvecenter.org 



Peer Review for RJCO Coordinating Committee incumbent Linda Showman. 

I reviewed the suggestions on what we should be writing for a fellow CC member and I may have to 

deviate, so if this is not as expected I apologies up front.  

Linda has been on the CC longer than I have and she has been an engaged and willing participant the 

whole time. She is clearly very active in learning and engaging in RJ activities in her community. Recently 

I have had the chance to sit down with Linda and learn about the works she is doing within the Catholic 

community. It seems that because of her professional skills and involvement in this work that the 

Archdioceses in Portland have given her more responsibilities in growing the RJ work she has been doing 

so far.  

Linda is exactly what the CC needs, members who are dedicated to the RJ cause, making positive change 

in their communities along RJ lines, committed to our RJCO committee, and reliable to complete the 

task at hand.  

I am therefore honored to recommend that we consider Linda for another term on the RJCO CC! 

Any questions please email me at Avrohom.Y.Perlstein@doc.state.or.us 

Avrohom Y. Perlstein 

Chaplain – OSP, ODOC 
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